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Introduction
The following provides a framework for players to use artificial 
intelligence (Ai) model profiles in a game of Delta One Zero.

You can use these rules for either solo or multi-player games.

Each section notes the rule changes/additions required to the 
Living Rulebook, which should be read in conjunction with this 
addendum.

What you need to play  
You will need the following additional items with the Delta 
One Zero game components:

• Ai Order Cards
• Initiative Cards (a deck of cards is fine) 
• Spawn Points
• Suitable red and amber noise tokens (they don’t have  
 to be specifically red or amber as long as whatever  
 you use are different colours)
• Miniatures and Reference Cards for the Ai Fireteams 

The basics - how does it work? 
As you can imagine giving model toy soldiers a mind of their 
own can be tricky – we’ve tried to make it as simple and fun 
as possible!  The best way to play Ai Fireteams is by following 
a narrative mission – there are lots of options to do this 
within the Mission Dossier, found at www.bonza-games.com/
downloads. 

The core principle revolves around the Ai Protocol and Ai Order 
Cards, which provides each Ai Fireteam a flowchart of what to 
do in certain circumstances. We have found this sometimes 
presents weird and unexpected outcomes, but we suggest 
you pick what the most viable outcome is or roll a D10 with a 
1-5 being option A and 6-10 being option B.

These rules refer to two different types of Fireteams; either 
player controlled (PC Freteams) or Ai controlled (Ai Fireteams).

Game Concepts 
The Ai Fireteam models can be activated by a number of 
causes during the turn, with the order of precedence outlined 
below:

Ai Protocol and Ai Order Cards

1. In Line of Sight (LoS) to a PC Fireteam model(s)
2. Had LoS to a PC Fireteam model(s) at the start of the  
 player turn but no longer has LoS
3. Red noise token on the board
4. Amber noise token on the board
5. Scan for PC Fireteams 
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Once an Ai Fireteam activates they will perform the Order set 
out in the Ai Order Card, using the Ai Protcol precedence.

Example: it is the start of the Ai Fireteam’s activation and a PC 
Fireteam has moved out of LoS of an Ai Fireteam during their 
turn.  The Ai Fireteam will move towards the last known location 
if there are no more protocols that would take precedence, 
which in this case would be in LoS to another PC Fireteam.

Noise 

PC Fireteam models will cause noise on the board if they 
complete any Action.  

In addition, any movement, other than via a Cautious or 
Engage Order will cause a Red noise token. 

An Engage Order will cause Amber noise and Cautious causes 
no noise. 

Noise stays with the Fireteam as they move and lasts until the 
Consolidation Phase, where a Red noise token is downgraded 
to Amber and an Amber noise token is removed from play. 
Tokens do not accumulate.

The Ai Fireteams will use the noise sequence above to 
determine which enemy Fireteam to move towards. If there 
are two or more of the same protocol, then the Ai Fireteam 
will move towards the closest target, using the most 
advantageous route, that being staying in cover if possible.

Scan Action

All Ai Fireteam models can perform a Scan Action during their 
activation phase, refer to the Appendix.

Ai Keyword

Ai Fireteam models have a Faction and Title Keyword, rather 
than the usual Faction, Formation, Role, Title - refer to the 
Appendix for the Keyword description.

Initiative Check and Nerve Tests 

If an Ai Fireteam is required to complete either an Initiative 
Check or Nerve Test (for example to Reactivate) then they will 
use the model with the best chance of success, i.e. usually 
the model with the least amount of Stress tokens.

Game Set up
Set up a table and terrain for a Delta One Zero game as normal, 
with the following inclusions: 

• Spawn Points – these can be 25mm markers  
 and placed strategically throughout the game board.  
 We recommend starting with three.
• Select both PC and Ai Factions to the same points  
 value (Ai Reference Cards have points values   
 included on them).
• Set the Ai Fireteam Reference Cards and Order  
 Cards in an easy to reach area.
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• Assign an Initiative Card to each Fireteam, for  
 example an Ace of Hearts to a PC Fireteam and an  
 Ace of Spades to an Ai Fireteam.  
• Players may wish to start with two Ai Fireteams to  
 start off with.
• Tactical Cards are not used in standard games  
 against Ai Fireteams in solo mode.  If playing with  
 multiple players, players may include Tactical Cards.

Deployment Phase
After PC Fireteams have been deployed, Ai Fireteams set up 
last, adjacent their nominated Spawn Points, this being the 
two Spawn Points furthest away from the PC Fireteams. 

Order and Initiative Phase 
If playing with more than one player against the Ai, players 
nominate a Force Commander and roll to win the Forward! 
command as normal, otherwise ignore if playing solo.

Shuffle the Ai Order Card deck and place an Order Card 
beside each Ai Fireteam.  When revealed and the Actions are 
completed, place in a discard pile.  Once exhausted, reshuffle 
and begin again.

Initiative is determined by the Initiative Cards, which will 
contain the same number of PC and Ai Fireteam cards that 
are active on the board. 

The Initiative Deck is shuffled each turn and flipped at the 
start of the Tactical Phase to determine, which Fireteam 
will activate first.  Thereafter, once a Fireteam finishes it’s 
activation another card is flipped to determine which Fireteam 
activates next. When the Ai Fireteam is selected, activate the 
Fireteam closest to a PC Fireteam first.

Tactical Phase - Ai Fireteam Activation 
Ai Order Cards 

Ai Fireteam’s do not get an Order Generator, instead receiving 
an Ai Order Card, which is revealed at the start of the Ai’s 
Fireteam’s activation. The Ai Protolcol should be followed, 
with the Ai Order Cards providing additional instructions. An 
example shown below:

Example: a PC Fireteam used a Cautious Order this turn, 
creating no noise tokens and is not in LoS of the Ai Fireteam. 
The Ai Fireteam does not meet protocol 1 - 4, so will Advance 
to the closest objective.

Activation 

Starting with the Ai Fireteam that is closest to a PC Fireteam, 
reveal it’s Order Card and conduct any movement permitted, 
with Ai Fireteams always using cover when they move and 
when feasible. 

Complete any Actions permitted by the Order Card.

When Ai Fireteams attack PC Fireteams they will attack the 
closest model – if two targets are equal distance the PC 
player randomly chooses. 

If completing an Attack – CQB Action, Ai models will try and 
maximise the number of models attacking the PC Fireteam 
– this means the closest Ai Fireteam model will move its 
maximum movement to attack the furtherest PC model. 

Consolidation Phase
Ai Fireteams go last in the Consolidation Phase with any Ai 
Fireteams under 50% of it’s starting models being removed 
from the board and will respawn from the closest Spawn Point 
nearest a PC Fireteam or objective.

If more than one unit is destroyed and has to respawn from 
the same Spawn Point, then the next closest Spawn Point is 
used for the second Fireteam and so on.

Reshuffle the Initiative Cards, ready for the next Order and 
Initiative phase. 

Games end at the end of the sixth turn or whenever the victory 
conditions are met for your narrative game!

Hard mode 
Want to spice your games up?  Then try one or more of these 
options:

• Increase the number of Spawn Points - the more  
 Spawn Points the harder the game will be!
• Increase the number of Ai Fireteams to three or more.
• Fewer game turn’s, or have the fifth turn end on a D10  
 roll of 5+.
• Alter the Ai profiles by increasing one or all of their  
 Wound/Stress/shooting/CQB values.
• Upgrade the Ai weapons and equipment using  
 Upgrade Cards.
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faction Keywords
The following Keywords are applicable to Ai Fireteams:

Ai Ai models are never Fatigued!, instead 
once their Stress threshold is exceeded 
they are removed from play. 

Ai models are removed from play once 
they suffer equal or exceed their Wounds 
threshold and not placed prone.

Once an Ai Fireteam is under 50% of it’s 
starting models, it is removed from the 
board in the Consolidation Phase and will 
respawn from the closest Spawn Point. 
nearest a PC Fireteam or objective (players 
may choose!).

Title Keywords
The following Keywords are applicable to Ai Fireteams:

Ai  Rifle-
man

N/A

Ai CQB 
Specialist

N/A

Actions
Ai Fireteams are permitted to do the following Actions:

Action - 
Simple 
Scan 

An Ai Fireteam model can conduct a 
Simple Scan Action, which will detect any 
PC Fireteam model(s) within 12” of the Ai 
model. PC models can be scanned out of 
LoS. A Simple Scan Action does not need 
a Test roll. If a PC Fireteam is scanned 
successfully, they gain a red noise token.
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PRINTABLE RESOURCES
Bonza Games recommends printing these resources in order to enjoy this supplement fully. We recommend using at least 300 
GSM paper stock for best results. Print at 100%. Carefully cut along the dotted lines.

HINT: Use protective card sleeves to protect your printed cards. Also, you can laminate these pages before cutting for longer 
lasting cards and tokens. In addition, if you want to change the values listed, you can use stickers over the top, which will easily 
peel off allowing you to adjust the values each game!

AI RIFLEMAN REFERENCE CARD - FRONT                         AI RIFLEMAN REFERENCE CARD - BACK

AI CQB SPECIALIST REFERENCE CARD - FRONT                     AI CQB SPECIALIST REFERENCE CARD - BACK

MRB strelok

4 -1

- -

0 0

- -

6” 18” 36”

2

NEB, MRB, TROOPER, REGULAR

-6 -6

NEB Assault 

N/A

N/A N/A

Ai, Ai CQB SPECIALIST

-

Ai CQB SPECIALIST

- -

2 +1

- -

-1 -

-

-

6” 18” 36” 72”

1 3

-6 -5 5 +6 +6

- -

9mm Pistol 

N/A N/A

CQB, Upgradeable (1)

pts
14

Ai, Ai RIFLEMAN

-

Ai Rifleman

3 -

- -

- -

- -

-

-

6” 18” 36” 72”

1 3

-6 -5 5 +6 +6

Assault Rifle AR, Upgradeable (1)

N/A 

N/A N/A

-

pts
16

Reference
Card

-

Reference
Card

-



Instructions: print two sided on 300gsm paper and cut out cards to create the Ai Order Cards: 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS - 
Sustained Fire and will try to 
Reactivate, otherwise the Ai 

Fireteam will complete an 
Engage Order  

 
If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 

will complete a Cautious Order 
if within Scanning range of a 
PC Fireteam, otherwise they 

will perform an Engage Order 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4]  - Advance 
to Noise, otherwise Advance to  

closest objective. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS - 
Sustained Fire, otherwise the 
Ai Fireteam will complete an 

Engage Order  
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 

If Ai protocols [3/4] - Engage 
to Noise, otherwise Engage to 
closest objective and models 

complete a Scan. 
 

 
If Ai protocol [1] Ai Fireteam 
models perform an Engage 

Order 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete a Covering Fire 

Order, with the On Point 
model being the closest to the 

PC player’s Fireteam 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS – 
Engage and the Fireteam will 

try and Reactivate 
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 
 

If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 
Fireteam models in LoS - 

Sustained Fire and will try to 
Reactivate, otherwise the Ai 

Fireteam will complete an 
Engage Order  

 
If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 

will complete a Cautious Order 
if within Scanning range of a 
PC Fireteam, otherwise they 

will perform an Engage Order 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4]  - Advance 
to Noise, otherwise Advance to  

closest objective. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS - 
Sustained Fire, otherwise the 
Ai Fireteam will complete an 

Engage Order  
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 

If Ai protocols [3/4] - Engage 
to Noise, otherwise Engage to 
closest objective and models 

complete a Scan. 
 

 
If Ai protocol [1] Ai Fireteam 
models perform an Engage 

Order 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete a Covering Fire 

Order, with the On Point 
model being the closest to the 

PC player’s Fireteam 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS – 
Engage and the Fireteam will 

try and Reactivate 
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 
 

If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 
Fireteam models in LoS - 

Sustained Fire and will try to 
Reactivate, otherwise the Ai 

Fireteam will complete an 
Engage Order  

 
If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 

will complete a Cautious Order 
if within Scanning range of a 
PC Fireteam, otherwise they 

will perform an Engage Order 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4]  - Advance 
to Noise, otherwise Advance to  

closest objective. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS - 
Sustained Fire, otherwise the 
Ai Fireteam will complete an 

Engage Order  
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 

If Ai protocols [3/4] - Engage 
to Noise, otherwise Engage to 
closest objective and models 

complete a Scan. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] Ai Fireteam 
models perform an Engage 

Order 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete a Covering Fire 

Order, with the On Point 
model being the closest to the 

PC player’s Fireteam 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS – 
Engage and the Fireteam will 

try and Reactivate 
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 
 

If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 
Fireteam models in LoS - 

Sustained Fire and will try to 
Reactivate, otherwise the Ai 

Fireteam will complete an 
Engage Order  

 
If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 

will complete a Cautious Order 
if within Scanning range of a 
PC Fireteam, otherwise they 

will perform an Engage Order 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4]  - Advance 
to Noise, otherwise Advance to  

closest objective. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and ALL Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS - 
Sustained Fire, otherwise the 
Ai Fireteam will complete an 

Engage Order  
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 

If Ai protocols [3/4] - Engage 
to Noise, otherwise Engage to 
closest objective and models 

complete a Scan. 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] Ai Fireteam 
models perform an Engage 

Order 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete a Covering Fire 

Order, with the On Point 
model being the closest to the 

PC player’s Fireteam 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 

 
If Ai protocol [1] and Ai 

Fireteam models in LoS – 
Engage and the Fireteam will 

try and Reactivate 
 
 
 

If Ai protocol [2] Ai Fireteam 
will complete an Engage Order 

and try to Reactivate once 
 
 

If Ai protocol [3/4] – Ai 
Fireteam will Advance, 

otherwise they will perform a 
Scan Action 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 


